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This article compares six informetric approaches to determine cognitive distances
between the publications of panel members (PMs) and those of research groups in
discipline-specific research evaluation. We used data collected in the framework of six
completed research evaluations from the period 2009–2014 at the University of Antwerp
as a test case. We distinguish between two levels of aggregation—Web of Science
Subject Categories and journals—and three methods: while the barycenter method
(2-dimensional) is based on global maps of science, the similarity-adapted publication
vector (SAPV) method and weighted cosine similarity (WCS) method (both in higher
dimensions) use a full similarity matrix. In total, this leads to six different approaches, all of
which are based on the publication profile of research groups and PMs. We use Euclidean
distances between barycenters and SAPVs, as well as values of WCS between PMs
and research groups as indicators of cognitive distance. We systematically compare
how these six approaches are related. The results show that the level of aggregation
has minor influence on determining cognitive distances, but dimensionality (two versus
a high number of dimensions) has a greater influence. The SAPV and WCS methods
agree in most cases at both levels of aggregation on which PM has the closest cognitive
distance to the group to be evaluated, whereas the barycenter approaches often differ.
Comparing the results of the methods to the main assessor that was assigned to each
research group, we find that the barycenter method usually scores better. However,
the barycenter method is less discriminatory and suggests more potential evaluators,
whereas SAPV and WCS are more precise.
Keywords: cognitive distances, research expertise, research evaluation, barycenters, similarity-adapted
publication vectors, weighted cosine similarity

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, a large number of research evaluation programs have emerged in most OECD
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries, and this on the level
of institutions and on national level (OECD, 1997). Many countries implemented formal policies to assess performance and output of publicly funded research on the national, regional, and
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institutional level (Whitley, 2007; Hammarfelt and de Rijcke,
2015). In addition, evaluation is also used for funding allocation, performance assessments of researchers, departments,
and proposals for new or completed research projects (Geuna
and Martin, 2003; Abramo and D’Angelo, 2011). Research
evaluation practices vary according to discipline and country,
but consultation of peers is normally seen as a necessary part
(Langfeldt, 2004). Warner (2003) argued that expert review is the
only system that enjoys the confidence as well as the consent of
the academic community. Peer review is vital and irreplaceable
in research evaluation (HEFCE, 2015). However, bibliometric
indicators can support the peer review evaluation process
(Aksnes and Taxt, 2004; Allen et al., 2009; Taylor, 2011). The
United Kingdom’s Research Excellence Framework system for
assessing the quality of research in UK higher education institutions is an example of such an informed peer review evaluation
(REF2014, 2014). Developing trustworthy ways of recognizing
and supporting the “best research” is key to a healthy research
environment (Owens, 2013).
The reliability and validity of peer review are not a given
(Cicchetti, 1991; Bazeley, 1998; Wessely, 1998; Langfeldt, 2004;
Bornmann and Daniel, 2005; Benda and Engels, 2011; Bornmann,
2011). There may be controversy on a panel’s composition: in
some cases, the evaluees are not pleased with the evaluation
because reviewers or panelists are perceived as not being expert
in the field, poorly chosen, or poorly qualified (McCullough,
1989; Over, 1996; Bornmann and Daniel, 2006; Daniel et al.,
2007). Evaluation carried out by colleagues perceived as being
non-experts raises credibility questions (Langfeldt, 2004). One
way in which the credibility and quality of peer review could be
enhanced, is through measurement of the match between the
expertise of the panel member (PM) and the research interests
of the research groups. Such methods should be able to quantify
the cognitive distance between the expert panel and the research
groups. In this paper, we focus on approaches that do exactly that.
Cognitive distance has been studied especially in the social
and behavioral sciences (Golledge, 1987; Montello, 1991).
Nooteboom (2000) (p. 73) defines cognitive distance as “a difference in cognitive function. This can be a difference in domain,
range, or mapping. People could have a shared domain but a
difference of mapping: two people can make sense of the same
phenomena, but do so differently.” Cognitive distance is also a
factor in the collaboration between universities and industry
for knowledge transfer activities. Different values, norms, and
mindsets in these two sectors can increase the cognitive distance
for knowledge transfer (Muscio and Pozzali, 2013). The concepts
of “cognitive distance” and “cognitive proximity” have been
discussed earlier in the information science literature. Hautala
(2013) identified that cognitive proximity is achieved through
cooperation and suitable tasks for knowledge creation between
international research groups. Science overlay maps have been in
use in the scientometric literature to assess the degree of similarity
or dissimilarity between research profiles (Boyack, 2009; Rafols
et al., 2010; Soós and Kampis, 2012). Boyack et al. (2014) used
overlay maps to compare the locations of reviewer publications
of four expert panels on a base map of science, for the purpose of
evaluating a set of grant applications.
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As far as we are aware there was, prior to 2013, no method to
measure and quantify congruence of expertise or cognitive distance between panels and research groups in discipline-specific
research evaluation (Engels et al., 2013). We started to study the
problem of quantifying cognitive distance, such that individual
PMs’ expertise covers the research domains in the discipline
where the units of assessment (in our case: research groups)
have publications. In our own work, we focused on determining
the cognitive distances between publication portfolios of an
expert panel and research groups (Rahman et al., 2015, 2016;
Rousseau et al., 2017), while Wang and Sandström (2015) used
bibliographic coupling and topic modeling to determine cognitive distance.
More specifically, we explored different ways of quantifying the cognitive distance between PMs’ and research groups’
publication profile in discipline-specific research evaluation.
For this, we consider all the publications of the research groups
and PMs indexed in the Web of Science (WoS) and pursue an
investigation at two levels of aggregation: WoS Subject Categories
(SCs in short) and journals. For this purpose, we used the
similarity matrix of WoS SCs and a 2-dimensional base map
derived from it [for details see Leydesdorff and Rafols (2009),
Rafols et al. (2010), and Leydesdorff et al. (2013a)] and also the
similarity matrix of journals and its 2-dimensional base map [for
details see Leydesdorff and Rafols (2012) and Leydesdorff et al.
(2013b)]. Hence, we proposed five different approaches namely a
barycenter approach using WoS SCs and journals (Rahman et al.,
2015, 2016), a similarity-adapted publication vector (SAPV)
using WoS SCs and journals (Rahman et al., 2016; Rousseau
et al., 2017) and a weighted cosine similarity (WCS) approach
using WoS SCs (Rousseau et al., 2017). The SAPV and WCS
methods use the similarity matrix of WoS SCs/journals while the
barycenter method uses the respective 2-dimensional base map
derived from the similarity matrix of WoS SCs/journals. So far,
we have not yet applied the WCS method at the journal level.
In this article, we cover that gap. Hence, three methods and two
levels of aggregation lead to six informetric approaches to inform
cognitive distances between evaluators and evaluees in research
evaluation.
Until now we have not compared the two levels of aggregation. More generally, a systematic comparison and test of all six
approaches has not yet been carried out. This article fills this gap.
Hence, we set the following research questions:
1. (a) What are the correlations between the different
approaches?
(b) Which aspect (method versus level of aggregation) has
the largest influence on the correlation?
2. To what extent do the approaches agree in matching the PM
at the closest cognitive distance from a research group?
3. (a) How accurate are the approaches in matching the main
assessor for each research group?
(b) How accurate are they to uniquely match the main
assessor?
First, we look at the influence of the level of aggregation and
the number of dimensions for determining cognitive distances.
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Second, we explore whether or not all the methods indicate the
same PM as the one at the shortest cognitive distance from a
research group. Finally, we investigate if there is any difference
between the proposed methods to find the previously assigned
main assessor.

when the scientists proposed by the departments are not acceptable. Together, the PMs have to cover all the subdomains in the
evaluated department. The panel chairs have the last word about
the panel composition. The composed panel is presented to the
bureau of the university’s research council, which has to ratify
the composition.
Table 1 also shows that in total, there are 35 PMs involved in
the evaluation of the six departments. As publications reflect the
expertise of their authors (Rybak et al., 2014), the entire publication profile of the PMs are included, up to the year of assessment.
The number of PMs ranges from 4 to 8 for each department. The
number of publications per panel ranges from 786 to 2,150. In
total, these publications appeared in 200–395 different journals
and are distributed over 46–80 WoS SCs. There is no shared
authorship between PMs and research groups in any of the cases.
None of the panels has any coauthored publications among the
respective PMs except for two Chemistry PMs who have two
publications in collaboration.

DATA
The data in this paper stem from the research assessment during the period 2009–2014 of six departments belonging to the
University of Antwerp. All research groups in a department are
evaluated by the same panel. A research group consists of one
professor assisted by junior and/or senior researchers (PhD
students and postdocs), or of a group of professors and a number
of researchers working with them. These evaluations consider
the entire research groups’ scientific activity for a specific period,
typically 8 years preceding the year of evaluation. All articles,
letters, notes, proceeding papers, and reviews by the research
groups published during the reference period are included in the
evaluation. In this article, we consider only the publications that
are indexed in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and
the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) of the WoS.
Table 1 lists the publication statistics of the research groups
during the 8 years preceding their evaluation. Altogether, there
are 58 research groups in six departments. The number of
publications per department ranges from 231 to 1,739. In total,
these publications appeared in 146–476 different journals and are
distributed over 61–108 WoS SCs. Sometimes different research
groups collaborated.
The Department of Research Affairs and Innovation (ADOC)
of the University of Antwerp organizes research evaluations. Each
department can suggest potential panel chairs and PMs, who
have the rank of full professor and have a considerable record of
accomplishment. Preferably, they have experience with research
evaluations, are editors or board members of reputed journals,
and have academic management experience. ADOC checks the
publication profile and curriculum vitae of the potential panel
chair and PMs and ensures that they do not have co-publications
or joint projects with the research groups that are evaluated.
In addition, they may not have had an appointment as visiting
professor at the University of Antwerp and cannot be a member of an expert panel for the Research Foundation Flanders
to avoid any potential bias. ADOC can also make suggestions

METHODS
Our approaches are based on the assumption that for the
evaluation of a research group by a PM, the shorter the cognitive
distances between them the better the fit between the two. Since
the analysis is based on Clarivate Analytics’ (formerly Thomson
Reuters’) WoS data, only publications in journals included in
the WoS are taken into account. To identify cognitive distances,
we consider the journals and WoS SCs in which publications
have appeared. An important characteristic of our approaches
is that they take into account the similarity between WoS SCs
and between journals: if the publications of a PM and a research
group appear in different yet similar or closely related journals,
they may still cover the same research areas. Clarivate Analytics
has assigned one or more SCs to WoS indexed journals based
on “subjective, heuristic methods” and has received criticism for
being crude for some research areas (Pudovkin and Garfield,
2002). However, WoS SCs cover all disciplines and are generally
used by bibliometric practitioners (Rehn et al., 2014; Leydesdorff
and Bornmann, 2016).
We use a global map of science based on WoS SCs data made
available at http://www.leydesdorff.net/overlaytoolkit/map10.paj
(Leydesdorff and Rafols, 2009; Rafols et al., 2010; Leydesdorff
et al., 2013a). These authors created a matrix of citing to cited

Table 1 | Publication statistics of the research groups and panels.
Name of the department

Biology
Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Physics
Veterinary Sciences

Assessment
year

2011
2014
2009
2009
2010
2014

Research groups
No. of
research
groups

No. of
journals

9
15
12
10
9
3

372
476
300
180
353
146
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No. of
publications

1,158
1,234
920
376
1,739
231

3

Panel
No. of Web of
Science (WoS)
Subject Categories
(SCs)
90
103
94
67
108
61

No. of
panel
members

No. of
journals

No. of
publications

No. of
WoS
SCs

5
8
7
5
6
4

217
395
248
300
204
200

786
1,333
2,150
1,036
1,104
837

54
80
66
68
46
55
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WoS SCs based on the SCIE and SSCI, which was subsequently
normalized in the citing direction. The file “map10. paj” contains
a weighted network of WoS SCs.
We also use a global map of science based on journal similarity available at http://www.leydesdorff.net/journals11. We have
received the similarity matrix data from Loet Leydesdorff in
the context of a joint paper (Rahman et al., 2016). The journal
similarity matrix can be considered as an adjacency matrix, and
thus is equivalent to a weighted network where similar journals
are linked and link weights increase with similarity strength [see
Leydesdorff et al. (2013b) for details]. However, as some of the
journals underwent name or other changes over time, we had to
find a way to handle these changes in a uniform way. For detailed
guidelines, we refer to Rahman et al. (2016).
We now explain how the three methods—SAPV, barycenter,
and WCS—are calculated. Throughout the discussion, N denotes
the number of SCs (224) or the number of journals. There are
10,673 journals in the map, and 10,675 journals in the similarity
matrix based on JCR 2011.

N

and T = ∑m j is the total number of publications of the entity.
j =1

Note that, in case of WoS SCs, T is larger than the total number
of publications as we use full counting: if a publication appears
in a journal belonging to two categories, it will be counted twice.
Subsequently, we determine the Euclidean distance between
the barycenters or the SAPVs of the PMs and individual research
groups. The Euclidean distance between two vectors a = (an)n=1,…,k
and b = (bn)n=1,…,k in Rk, for any strictly positive integer k, is given
as follows:
d (a, b ) = (a1 − b1 )2 + ⋅⋅⋅ + (ak − bk )2 .

(3)

In this paper, we use formula (3) for k = 2 for the barycenter
method and k = N for the SAPV method.

WCS Method

Finally, we consider a weighted similarity method (generalized
cosine similarity). The WCS between PM k and research group m
is as follows (Zhou et al., 2012):

)
(
( ∑ M ( ∑ M s )). ( ∑ R ( ∑

SAPV Method

N

N
k
m
∑ i =1Mi ∑ j =1R j s ji

In earlier work, we introduced the idea of SAPVs, which was
implemented by Rahman et al. (2016). A regular publication
vector counts per WoS SC or journal, whereas in an SAPV these
counts are adapted to account for similarity between WoS SCs
or journals. We use normalized SAPVs, such that there is scale
invariance and publication vectors of entities of varying size can
be meaningfully compared.
We calculate SAPVs for each entity, starting from the original
publication vector and similarity matrices. Based on their respective SAPVs, the distance can be calculated between two entities.
An SAPV is determined as the vector C = (C1, C2,…, CN), where

N

i =1

k
i

N

k
j ji

j =1

N

m
i =1 i

(M k ) ∗ S ∗ Rm
t
( M k ) ∗ S ∗ M k . (R m ) ∗ S ∗ R m

N

m
j =1 j ji

R s

))

.

t

=

t

(4)

Here, sj,k denotes the kth coordinate of SC or journal j and mj
is the number of publications in SC or journal j. The numerator
of Eq. 1 is equal to the kth element of S * M, the multiplication
of the similarity matrix S and the column matrix of publications
M = (m j ) j . The denominator is the L1-norm of the unnormalized
vector.

The numerator is the matrix multiplication: ( M k )t ∗ S ∗ Rm ,
where t denotes matrix transposition, S is the similarity matrix,
Mk denotes the column matrix of publications of PM k, and Rm
denotes the column matrix of publications of research group
m. Similarly, the two products under the square root in the
denominator are ( M k )t ∗ S ∗ M k and ( Rm )t ∗ S ∗ Rm. The result is
the similarity between PM k and research group m.
The Euclidean distances and similarity values are calculated
for each PM and each research group. The shorter the distance
or the larger the similarity the closer the cognitive distance. In
the Section “Results,” we present the cognitive distances in table
form. All values are shown up to the third decimal. Cognitive
distances are expressed as arbitrary units on a ratio scale (Egghe
and Rousseau, 1990). Hence, we can compare them in terms like
“x is twice as large as y.”

Barycenter Method

Confidence Intervals (CIs)

Ck =

N
∑ j =1skjm j
N

N

∑ i =1∑ j =1sijm j

=

( S ∗ M )k
S∗M

.

(1)

1

We further calculated 95% CIs for each Euclidean distance (both
between barycenters and SAPVs) and similarity (for WCS) by
applying a bootstrapping approach (Efron and Tibshirani, 1998).
If two CIs do not overlap, the difference between the distances
is statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Although it is possible
for overlapping CIs to have a statistically significant difference
between the corresponding distances, the difference between the
distances is less likely to have practical meaning. If the CI of two
or more PMs overlaps, we treat them as interchangeable unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
In applying the bootstrap for barycenters and SAPV distances,
we generate 1,000 independent bootstrap samples and for each

A barycenter is an entity’s weighted average location on a map.
More specifically, an entity’s barycenter is the center of weight
(Rousseau, 1989, 2008; Jin and Rousseau, 2001) of the WoS SCs
or journals in which it has publications. The barycenter is defined
as the point C = (C1, C2), where
N

N
∑ j =1m j L j ,1
∑ j =1m j L j ,2
C1 =
; C2 =
.
T
T

(2)

Here, Lj,1 and Lj,2 are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
SC or journal j on the map, mj is the number of publications in SC
or journal j of the unit under investigation (PM, research group),
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sample calculate a bootstrap replication (barycenter or SAPV).
Since we have a two-sample problem (distance between two
entities), we calculate the distances between pairs of bootstrap
replications, from which we obtain a CI using a bootstrap
percentile approach (Efron and Tibshirani, 1998, Chap. 13). To
apply the bootstrap to WCS, we again generated 1,000 independent bootstrap samples. For each pair of samples, we calculated
the similarity, from which we again obtain a CI using bootstrap
percentiles. A more detailed explanation and implementation of
our method is provided by Guns (2016a,b).
Figure 1 illustrates the main components of the six
approaches at a glance. We have used two levels of aggregation—
WoS SCs and journals. For each level of aggregation, there is a
similarity matrix (N-dimensions, with N the number of WoS
SCs or journals) and a 2-dimensional base map derived from
the similarity matrix. The SAPV and WCS methods operate at
the level of N-dimensions, whereas the barycenter method uses
the 2-dimensional base map. We calculate Euclidean distances
between SAPVs (in N-dimensions) or barycenters (in 2-dimensions) of entities, i.e., PMs and research groups. For the WCS
case, we do not calculate a distance but a similarity between
entities. Furthermore, a bootstrapping method is applied
to determine CIs for the distance or similarity between two
entities.

We created a heat map with hierarchical clustering based on
the correlation results. For the clustering we used average linkage
clustering with the UPGMA (unweighted pair group method
with arithmetic mean) algorithm (Sokal and Michener, 1958).
The heat map is a 2-dimensional representation of data where
the values are represented by colors. It provides a visual summary
of the results. The hierarchical clustering directly shows which
approaches are more closely related.
To answer the second research question—to what extent do
the approaches agree in finding the PM at the closest cognitive
distance—we first explore whether the methods agree regarding
the first ranked PM ignoring the CIs overlap.
Concerning the third research question, we recall that during
the research evaluation exercises at the University of Antwerp,
the panel chair of each panel decides which PM should evaluate which research group [see Engels et al. (2013) for details].
This PM is referred to as the research group’s main assessor.
Lacking other information and practical considerations, it
seems logical that in each case the closest PM is assigned to
each group. Hence, we simply compare the closest PM with the
main assessor.
For each approach, we ranked all the PMs in decreasing order
of distance or in increasing order of similarity to the research
group. We use two procedures (procedure A and procedure B,
see Table 2) to compare the actual main assessor, assigned by
the panel chair, to the PM(s) recommended by our approaches.
Procedure A focuses on how accurate the approaches are to identify the main assessor for each research group, whereas Procedure
B focuses on how accurate the approaches are to uniquely identify
the main assessor.
For the sake of clarity, we underline and show in bold the main
assessor in our approaches. We also show in bold the PMs whose
CIs overlap with the main assessor’s.
In procedure A, we assign a score of 1 if the main assessor
ranks first; a score of one is also assigned if the CI of the PM who
ranks first overlaps with the CI of the main assessor. If neither of
these cases applies a 0 score is assigned. For example, PM2 is the
main assessor of BIOL-A and ranks first for the SAPV method

Comparison of the Approaches

To answer the first research question, we calculate Spearman’s
rank-order correlation between the results/values of each pair
of the six approaches. The distances/similarity values between
the individual PMs and individual research groups have been
included in the correlation calculation. Since the barycenter and
SAPV approaches are distance-based rather than similaritybased, we determine the correlation using the distances between
barycenters and between SAPVs, and the dissimilarity of individual research groups and PMs using a normalized weighted
cosine dissimilarity = 1 − WCS which can more easily be compared with the other two. For the sake of simplicity, the results
are shown under the Section “WCS Method.”

Figure 1 | Main components of the six approaches at a glance.
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applied to journals. There is no other PM whose CI overlaps with
PM2 in that case. Consequently, we assign a score of 1. Further,
PM3 is the main assessor of BIOL-C; PM5 ranks first, but its CI
overlaps with PM3’s, hence also here a score of one is assigned.
Considering BIOL-B, we see that PM5 is the main assessor, but
the CI of PM1, ranking first, does not overlap with PM5’s CI.
Hence, a 0 score is assigned. In this procedure, even if the main
assessor ranks last but the CI of the first ranked PM overlaps with
the CIs of the others, including the last ranked PM, a score of 1
is assigned.
For procedure B, we assign a score of 1 if the main assessor
ranks first and has no overlapping CI with other PMs and 0
otherwise. For example, PM2 is the main assessor of BIOL-A and
ranks first in that case. There are no PMs whose CIs overlap with
PM1. Therefore, a score of 1 is assigned to this case. On the other
hand, PM5 is the main assessor of BIOL-B, but PM1 ranks first
in that case. Therefore, this case does not warrant any score. In
case of overlapping CIs among the closest n PMs, one of which is

the main assessor, we assign a score of 1/n. For example, PM3 is
the main assessor of BIOL-C and ranks first in that case. The CIs
of PM5, PM1, and PM2 overlap with PM3. Therefore, we assign
a score of 1/4 = 0.25 in this case. The rationale here is that in this
case, we randomly pick one of these n PMs, and hence we have a
chance of 1/n of picking the main assessor.
The final score is the sum of all individual scores and ranges
between 0 and the total number of research groups in the
department.

RESULTS
For all six departments, the SAPVs of the PMs and individual
research groups are calculated using the journal and WoS SCs
similarity matrices by applying formula (1). We also calculate
barycenters using the journal and WoS SC 2-dimensional base
maps by applying formula (2). We determine the Euclidean
distance between two SAPVs and two barycenters by applying
formula (3). Finally, WCS values are calculated using the journal
and WoS SCs similarity matrices by applying formula (4). We
show the results of the Biology department as an example.
Table 3 shows the results for the SAPV method using the WoS
SC similarity matrix, Table 4 shows the result of the barycenter
method using the 2-dimensional WoS SCs, Table 5 shows the
result of the WCS method using the WoS SC similarity matrix,
and Table 6 shows the result of the WCS method using the journal
similarity matrix. For the comparison between the approaches,
we reuse the results of the SAPV and barycenter methods at the
level of journals, which were previously obtained by Rahman
et al. (2016).
Tables 3 and 4 show the PM at the shortest distance for each
research group. Similarly, Tables 5 and 6 show the PM with the
highest similarity for each research group. In both cases, the number in the row corresponding to this PM is indicated in bold and
underlined. For the former, distances whose CIs overlap with that
of the shortest distance are in bold (same column). For the latter,
similarities whose CIs overlap with that of the highest similarities
are in bold (same column).

Table 2 | Illustrations of procedures A and B.
Research groups

Main assessor

Procedure A
BIOL-A

PM2

BIOL-B

PM5

BIOL-C

PM3

Procedure B
BIOL-A

PM2

BIOL-B

PM5

BIOL-C

PM3

Ranking (left to right) according
to similarity-adapted publication
vector method in journals
approach

PM2
1
PM1
0
PM5
1

PM4

PM1

PM5

PM3

PM4

PM2

PM5

PM3

PM1

PM3

PM2

PM4

PM2
1
PM1
0
PM5
0.25

PM4

PM1

PM5

PM3

PM4

PM2

PM5

PM3

PM1

PM3

PM2

PM4

Table 3 | Euclidean distances between similarity-adapted publication vectors of Biology panel members and individual research groups using the similarity matrix of
Web of Science Subject Categories.

PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
PM5

BIOL-A

BIOL B

BIOL-C

BIOL-D

BIOL-E

BIOL-F

BIOL-G

BIOL-H

BIOL-I

0.057
0.017
0.062
0.048
0.039

0.052
0.091
0.129
0.070
0.111

0.059
0.073
0.082
0.079
0.065

0.036
0.089
0.114
0.067
0.105

0.046
0.023
0.083
0.041
0.058

0.076
0.071
0.015
0.082
0.046

0.033
0.038
0.080
0.028
0.061

0.066
0.104
0.139
0.085
0.120

0.071
0.073
0.023
0.081
0.052

Table 4 | Euclidean distances between barycenters of Biology panel members and individual research groups using 2-dimensional base map of Web of Science
Subject Categories.

PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
PM5

BIOL-A

BIOL-B

BIOL-C

BIOL-D

BIOL-E

BIOL-F

BIOL-G

BIOL-H

BIOL-I

0.344
0.042
0.288
0.217
0.109

0.075
0.409
0.263
0.191
0.324

0.075
0.317
0.223
0.113
0.241

0.093
0.444
0.275
0.220
0.353

0.282
0.088
0.274
0.166
0.120

0.201
0.317
0.016
0.143
0.17

0.200
0.165
0.195
0.078
0.093

0.123
0.454
0.310
0.242
0.374

0.132
0.353
0.065
0.130
0.215
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Table 5 | Weighted cosine similarity values of the Biology panel members and individual research groups using the similarity matrix of Web of Science Subject
Categories.

PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
PM5

BIOL-A

BIOL-B

BIOL-C

BIOL-D

BIOL-E

BIOL-F

BIOL-G

BIOL-H

BIOL-I

0.780
0.969
0.639
0.864
0.814

0.889
0.686
0.350
0.773
0.538

0.674
0.540
0.472
0.552
0.683

0.948
0.607
0.467
0.730
0.458

0.804
0.972
0.489
0.866
0.746

0.723
0.545
0.977
0.562
0.739

0.886
0.910
0.538
0.928
0.723

0.817
0.597
0.282
0.689
0.533

0.741
0.514
0.944
0.548
0.670

Table 6 | Weighted cosine similarity values of the Biology panel members and individual research groups using the similarity matrix of journals.

PM1
PM2
PM3
PM4
PM5

BIOL-A

BIOL-B

BIOL-C

BIOL-D

BIOL-E

BIOL-F

BIOL-G

BIOL-H

BIOL-I

0.609
0.816
0.325
0.643
0.610

0.567
0.430
0.270
0.450
0.341

0.267
0.199
0.243
0.174
0.461

0.890
0.453
0.566
0.516
0.321

0.558
0.896
0.248
0.629
0.463

0.729
0.33
0.940
0.308
0.427

0.726
0.824
0.330
0.770
0.463

0.613
0.429
0.267
0.469
0.374

0.728
0.314
0.900
0.303
0.366

Correlation Coefficients between Six
Approaches

the same method is used correlations between WoS SCs and
journal level of aggregation are strong. However, the correlation between N-dimensional and 2-dimensional cases is low to
moderate.
This finding suggests that different levels of aggregation tend
to yield rather similar results. The influence of dimensionality
(2-dimensions for barycenter versus N-dimensions for SAPV and
WCS) is substantial, however. From here, we can conclude that
the level of aggregation has a minor influence for determining
cognitive distances in all the proposed six approaches, but the
dimension matters.

We explore how the six approaches are correlated. The heat map
(Figure 2) represents the hierarchical clustering based on correlation coefficient between six approaches in the Biology department.
Similar heat maps for other departments are available in the supplementary material (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the supplementary
material). The heat maps show that there are two clusters, except
in the biology department, the “barycenter” (2-dimensional)
cluster and the “similarity matrix cluster” (N-dimensional).
We find that, in general the same methods at different levels of
aggregation (journals and WoS SCs) are highly correlated. The
correlation between the barycenter approaches at both levels of
aggregation is strong (between 0.80 and 0.92) except for a moderate correlation (r = 0.59) for Biology. In addition, the correlation
for SAPV is strong (range r = 0.78–0.93) as well, except for a moderate correlation (r = 0.68) in Pharmaceutical Sciences. Finally,
the correlation for WSC is strong (r = 0.71–0.90) in all disciplines.
In total, we find a strong correlation for 16 out of 18 cases.
At the WoS SC level of aggregation, the heat maps suggest that
the correlation between the barycenter and the SAPV method
is moderate to strong (range 0.61–0.73). A similar correlation
(range r = 0.56–0.71) was found between the barycenter method
and the WCS method, while the correlation between the SAPV
and WCS methods is strong to very strong (r = 0.75–0.95).
Furthermore, at the journal level of aggregation, the correlation
between the barycenter and the SAPV method is moderate to
strong (0.56–0.71), and between the barycenter and the WCS
method is low to moderate (0.36–0.68) except for Veterinary
Science where the correlation is strong (r = 0.80). Again, the
correlation between the SAPV and the WCS methods is strong to
very strong (r = 0.85–0.91).
We combined all the cognitive distances of the six approaches
of the six departments and calculated the correlation between
them. Figure 3 shows the heat map and the hierarchical clustering based on correlation coefficients between six approaches in
the six departments. It also shows that there are two clusters: the
“barycenter” cluster and the “similarity matrix” cluster. When

Frontiers in Research Metrics and Analytics | www.frontiersin.org

Agreement between the Approaches

To answer the second research question, we explore whether
the approaches agree regarding the PM at the closest cognitive
distance to each group. Note that, in this case, we ignore CIs.
Without taking CIs into account, the analysis is stricter than if
we take CIs into account. Table A1 in Supplementary Material
shows the PMs with the closest cognitive distance (first ranked)
to the research groups in the six approaches.
There is a clear difference between 2-dimensional and
N-dimensional approaches (Table A1 in Supplementary Material).
At the journal level of aggregation, the SAPV and WSC methods
agree in all, but five cases (91% match, research groups BIOL-G,
PHYS-A, BIOM-I, CHEM-C, and PHAR-F) being exceptions.
Furthermore, the barycenter method agrees in 30 cases (52%)
with the SAPV method and in 27 cases (47%) with the WCS
method. Barycenter, SAPV, and WCS methods agree in 27 cases
(47%). Similarly, at the WoS SCs level of aggregation, the SAPV
and the WCS methods agree in 49 cases (84%). The barycenter
method agrees in 41 cases (71%) with SAPV and 34 cases (58%)
with WCS. Barycenter, the SAPV and the WCS methods agree in
33 cases (57%).
We also explore whether the same method agrees at both levels
of aggregation. Table A1 in Supplementary Material shows that
the SAPV method agrees in 52 cases (90% matches), the WCS
method in 53 cases (91% matches), and the barycenter method
in 34 cases (59% matches). As the SAPV and WCS methods are
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Figure 2 | Heat map with hierarchical clustering based on correlation coefficient between six approaches in the Biology department.

in N-dimensions, we find that they agree in 47 out of 58 cases
(81%) across both levels of aggregation. Hence, we conclude that
for finding the first ranked PMs the SAPV and WCS approaches
agree in most of the cases at both levels of aggregation, while the
barycenter approaches yield considerably different results.

total score. Contrary to what one might expect, the SAPV method
scores higher at the level of WoS SCs than at the level of journals.
For the WCS method, the level of aggregation does not make
a difference. It is evident that the barycenter method performs
better than the other two in terms of finding the main assessor
for each research group.
We also calculated the total score according to procedure
B. Tables A4 and A5 in Supplementary Material show the calculations of the Biology department PMs ranked positions and
highlighted the PMs whose CI overlap with shortest distance PMs
in all the six methods. Table 8 summarizes the outcomes of all the
six departments.
Table 8 shows that the journal level analysis scores higher than
the WoS SCs level. Moreover, the N-dimensional approaches score
higher than 2-dimension approaches at both levels of analysis.
However, at both levels, the barycenter method always scores lower
than the other methods. This result is what one expects theoretically:

Finding Previously Assigned PMs

We have PMs’ assignment data for all departments, with the
exception of Pharmaceutical Sciences. Therefore, the analysis is
based on the other five departments. As we stated in the Section
“Methods,” we calculated the total score according to procedure
A. Tables A2 and A3 in Supplementary Material show the calculation for the Biology department. Table 7 summarizes the
outcomes of all the six departments.
With the exception of Biomedical Sciences, the barycenter
method (at both levels of aggregation) scores the same as or
higher than the other two methods. This is also reflected in the
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Figure 3 | Heat map with hierarchical clustering based on correlation coefficient between six approaches in the six departments.

Table 7 | The distribution of total scores for six approaches according to procedure A.
Department

No. of groups

Journal level of aggregation

Similarity-adapted publication vector
(SAPV)

Weighted cosine similarity
(WCS)

Web of Science Subject
Categories level of
aggregation
Barycenter

SAPV

WCS

Barycenter

Biology
Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry
Physics
Veterinary Sciences

9
15
12
9
3

6
9
5
4
2

5
8
5
6
2

6
7
8
8
2

5
9
7
6
3

5
8
3
7
3

6
7
8
7
3

Total

48

26

26

31

30

26

31

The higher the score, the better the approach replicates the original panel member assignment to research groups.

using journals is a more refined method than using WoS SCs, and
performing calculations in N-dimensions yields a more precise
outcome than performing calculations in two dimensions.
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From the two procedures, we can conclude that in our case
studies, the barycenter methods are, generally speaking, better
able to find the main assessor. However, the methods based on
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Table 8 | The distribution of total scores for six approaches according to procedure B.
Department

No. of
groups

Journal level of aggregation

Similarity-adapted publication
vector (SAPV)

Weighted cosine similarity
(WCS)

Web of Science Subject Categories
level of aggregation
Barycenter

SAPV

WCS

Barycenter

Biology
Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry
Physics
Veterinary Sciences

9
15
12
9
3

4.08
3.84
2.99
3.50
2.00

4.50
3.93
2.49
4.83
1.33

4.08
2.11
2.52
4.95
0.66

4.33
2.97
3.41
3.41
2.00

4.33
3.04
1.75
4.40
1.88

3.83
1.70
2.52
3.33
0.83

Total

48

16.41

17.08

14.32

16.12

15.40

12.21

The higher the score, the better the approach replicates the original panel member assignment to research groups.

barycenters are also less discriminatory, in that they tend to have
more overlapping CIs. Simultaneously, all the methods score
higher at the journal level than at the WOS SC level in uniquely
identifying the main assessor. In addition, the SAPV and WCS
methods score higher than the barycenter methods at both levels
of aggregation.

Therefore, another PM who is intellectually further from a particular research group may be assigned to that research group for
purely practical reasons.
We observed that some PMs are never the closest to any
research group. This is for example the case for PM1 in the
Chemistry panel and PM4 in the Veterinary Sciences panel.
This raises the question why these members were included in a
panel. We have observed that generally PMs are not assigned to
more than two research groups, with two exceptions: PM8 of the
Biomedical Sciences panel was assigned to three research groups
and PM3 of the veterinary panel was not assigned to any research
group. Our approaches can help to inform the assignment of PMs
by quantifying the cognitive distance between individual PMs and
research groups. The proposed approaches rank the PMs based on
cognitive distances and indicate the PMs who are at a comparable
distance from the research group through the overlap of CIs. The
overlap of CIs of the shortest cognitive distance PMs with other
potential PMs helps to assign next potential PMs to a research
group. Even if a research group has no publications in the WoS
SCs or journals where the panel has publications, the panel might
be able to evaluate the research group (Rahman et al., 2015, 2016).
Asking research group members and/or PMs for their personal
opinions might be an alternative method to determine PMs that
are cognitively closest to a given research group. As the research
evaluations mentioned in this article were done 3–8 years ago,
this was not practically possible for our case studies.
Knowing cognitive distances between entities is an important
aspect in panel composition, but in itself it is not sufficient. For
instance, our approaches do not consider the aspect of cohesion
(Casey-Campbell and Martens, 2009). Cohesion is the common
bond that drives colleagues to remain together and to cooperate
(Salas et al., 2015). In some cases, a PM could be included in a
panel for other reasons than their specific research expertise in
relation to the research groups. For example, there might be a
selection of a panel chair based on his/her expertise in the discipline in general (e.g., PM1 in the Chemistry panel). S/he may
not be the closest PM based on publication profiles to any of the
research groups that will be evaluated. A reason could be that the
PM plays an important role for the cohesion of the panel. Hence,
cohesion may be an indicator in expert panel composition, to be
applied in a step-wise manner, once the chair has been selected.
We note that the 2-dimensional base maps at the level of
WoS SCs as well as journals are publicly available. In addition, a

DISCUSSION
Our proposed approaches quantify the shortest cognitive distance
between a research group and PMs. Simultaneously, they can be
used to rank the PMs based on cognitive distances. If the CIs of
some PMs overlap, the differences between them are relatively
small and work as an indicator to assign the next potential PM
to evaluate a research group. The methods can be used ex ante
to inform the process during which potential PMs are identified
and invited, as well as while the review process takes place (in
view of division of labor within a panel) or ex post (to assess
the appropriateness of a panel). The quantitative methods can
support and inform experts during panel composition, similar
to how scientometric indicators can support and inform peer
review-based evaluations themselves.
If any of the proposed approaches totally agrees with the previous assignment of a main assessor, we may state that the panel
chair or the research affairs department has rightly identified the
expertise match between a PM and research group. However,
that is not the case in any of the six approaches. The major
reason is that the panel assignment was based on a qualitative
judgment, whereas our methods use a quantitative approach
based on the publication portfolio of panel and research groups.
PMs and panel chairs are chosen following the suggestions of
research groups and the research affairs department. Panel
chairs have the list of PMs and their curricula vitae, and the
research activity profile of the research groups as a means to
come to a decision. The chair needs to reach a decision to assign
a PM to one or two research groups based on the match of the
expertise with the research group. As there is no formal method
to match expertise, the panel chairs distributed the workload
based on their own tacit knowledge. In all the cases except for
Veterinary Sciences, there are more research groups than PMs.
Hence, one PM can be close to multiple research groups, but due
to practical considerations of workload distribution, the panel
chair may not assign the PM to more than two research groups.
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similarity matrix of WoS SCs is also readily available. A journal
similarity matrix, on the other hand, is not available openly.
The Journal Citation Reports of 2014 contain 11,149 journals
in the SCIE and SSCI (Leydesdorff et al., 2016). This constitutes
an increase by 474 journals compared to the journal similarity
matrix we used in this article. Since evaluations are retrospective, it is not necessary to always have the most recent journal
similarity matrix. Moreover, journals are not static entities and
may undergo name changes over time, split in different new
journals, or two or more journals can be merged together [see
Rahman et al. (2016) for details]. However, any changes to the
journal similarity matrix will have—at least in theory—a direct
impact on the cognitive distances obtained. It is a topic for further
investigation to find out to what extent the cognitive distances
differ and the CIs overlap if a different base map or similarity
matrix (based on different years) are used for the same panel and
research groups.
We have used similarity matrices and base maps derived from
them based on data available during the construction of the
matrices. If the similarity matrix changed over the years, and we
keep the same panel and research groups publication data, this
might result in different cognitive distances. Moreover, if we use
a different similarity matrix (for example, based on Scopus data)
and retrieve the same panel and research groups’ data, we can
expect different results as well, because the similarity matrix and
the data will not be the same. An interesting follow-up investigation could therefore be based on Scopus data (e.g., Leydesdorff
et al., 2010, 2015). Hence, although there is a practical stability
problem, the methods we introduced have general applicability.
Our methods start from journal article profiles of PMs and
research groups, assuming that these publication profiles adequately represent their expertise or research interest. Therefore,
our proposed approaches might be less acceptable in some fields,
such as engineering or computer sciences, where core conferences
are important publication outlets for original research (Rahm,
2008), or the social sciences and humanities where a large part
of the total output occurs as monographs (Engels et al., 2012).

show that the level of aggregation (journals and WoS SCs) has
only minor influence for determining cognitive distances in
all the proposed six approaches, whereas the influence of the
number of dimensions (2 versus N) is substantial. The results
also show that the number of dimensions plays a role in the case
of identifying shortest cognitive distance. While the SAPV and
WCS methods agree at both levels of aggregation, the barycenter
method yields different results to identify the PMs at the shortest
cognitive distance.
We find that the barycenter method scores highest at both
levels of aggregation to identify the previously assigned main
assessor. This finding is aligned with our earlier finding that the
barycenter method has less discriminatory power than the other
methods at WoS SCs level of aggregation (Rousseau et al., 2017).
When it comes to uniquely identifying the main assessor, all
methods score better at the journal level than at the WoS SC level.
The proposed approaches can be tested in any future scenario
where X PMs need to be chosen out of N candidates. Panel
composition based on different approaches can then be matched
with the opinion of the panel chair. Concrete differences can then
be discussed, leading to a better panel composition. In addition,
the opinion of the respective PMs can be taken into account
beforehand, so that the main assessor is indeed the most qualified
person for the job.
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